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bear (of a tree or plant) produce (fruit or flowers.
She is bearing his child.

consistent Sometimes followed by with in agreement or consistent or reliable.
A consistent explanation.

continue Continue talking he continued.
The trial continues tomorrow.

continuity The unbroken and consistent existence or operation of something over time.
A continuity error.

endurance
Denoting or relating to a race or other sporting event that takes place over a
long distance or otherwise demands great physical stamina.
The annual 24 hour endurance race.

endure Last and be usable.
These cities have endured through time.

flophouse
A dosshouse.
They are living in a flophouse and discovering that the streets are not paved
with gold.

forbear Refrain from doing or using (something.
Rebecca could not forbear a smile.

lag Cover with lagging to prevent heat loss.
A time lag between infection and symptoms.

linger Stay in a place longer than necessary because of a reluctance to leave.
The tradition seems to linger on.

onwards In a forward direction.

patience Good-natured tolerance of delay or incompetence.
You can find bargains if you have the patience to sift through the rubbish.

patiently With patience; in a patient manner.
He patiently explained the pros and cons.
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persevere Be persistent, refuse to stop.
His family persevered with his treatment.

persistence Persistent determination.
The persistence of huge environmental problems.

pertinacity Persistent determination.

remain Stay the same remain in a certain state.
Her husband remained at the flat in Regent s Park.

reside Be situated.
The meaning of an utterance does not wholly reside in the semantic meaning.

sojourn A temporary stay.
She had sojourned once in Egypt.

stay Fasten with stays.
A four month stay in bankruptcy court.

still Make calm or still.
Still mineral water.

survive Continue to live or exist, especially in spite of danger or hardship.
He has survived several assassination attempts.

tarry Be about.
A length of tarry rope.

tenacity Persistent determination.
The sheer tenacity of the limpet.

timeless Not affected by the passage of time or changes in fashion.
Helen s timeless beauty.

toleration
Official recognition of the right of individuals to hold dissenting opinions
(especially in religion.
All people should practice toleration and live together in peace.

unaltered Remaining in an original state.
Many buildings survive unaltered.

undaunted Not intimidated or discouraged by difficulty, danger, or disappointment.
Undaunted in the face of death.

wait Serve as a waiter or waitress in a restaurant.
I rang the bell and waited.

withstand Stand up or offer resistance to somebody or something.
The new material withstands even the greatest wear and tear.
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